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Daffin House, (Thawley House) 

 

Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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Daffin House is situated on a farm bordering Tuckahoe Creek 
south of Hillsboro . It was constructed around 1783 by Charles Daffi~ 
who had his farm resurveyed i n 1784 under the name of Daffin's Farm; 
The house is one of the large mansions of Caroline County comparable· 
to Oak Lawn, Castle Hall, Willow Grove, and Frasiers Flats , all built 
in the last quarter of the 18th century. 

The exterior of this three part bri ck dwelling was a l tered in 
the third quarter of the 19th century, as was the interior of the 
major part. Its hyphen and wing, however , retain original woodwork ~ 
of t~e 1780's, including two paneled chimney breasts and wainscot . 

·Of interes t on the north gable are two small round windows 
simil ar to Rehobeth and Friendship Hall, Dorchester County. 

Daffin House is on the National Register . 
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Located on the west side of Deep Branch Road, three miles 
Hillsboro, the Daffin ~ouse ·rs a large, two- and-one-half story 
structure (circa 1780) with a two-part, one-and-one- half story 
on its east end (circa 1760). 

south of 
brick 

brick wing 

The initial stage of construction is believed to be represented by 
that portion of the house standing at the east end of the structure (see 
plan). Built of brick laid in a Flemish bond pa~te~n; it. has· a dormered 
gable roof, one central interior chimney and one chimney at the east end 
of the roof ridge . The principal _(land approach) facade is four (origi
nally five) bays wide, but the first two bays in from the southeast 
corner are positioned several feet lower than the remaining two bays. 
This difference in positioning can be accounted for by the fact that there 
is a cellar beneath the west half of this wing, while the floor of the 
east end is at ground level and contains the kitchen, Although the 
changes in floor level in such a small house would suggest different 
periods of construction, no physical features can be discerned to substan
tiate this theory. A door on the west Dalf of the building between the 
two windows was removed and the opening bricked during a 1930's restora
tion of the house. 

This earlie st part of the Daffin House contains two rooms . The 
parlor , or west room, has plastered walls above paneled wainsco:ting. The 
chimney breast is fully panele d and the fireplace ornamented by a 
fairly simple but finely executed mantel, stylistically attributable to 
the late eighteenth century and possibly a replacement of an earlier 
treatment. A narrow winding stair enclosed within a paneled closet rises 
in the northeast corner of the room . The· ceilings of both rooms are 
plastered and finished with a three-piece fluted cornice . Most of the 
woodwork appears to date from the late eighteenth century and, if so, 
it was probably installed· when the ·1aI"ge ci!"ca 1 .780 west addition was 
made . That this part of the house predates the main block is evidenced 
by the brickwork and other physical characteristics. 

It is believed that shortly before the construction of the larger 
main block , a one-room addition was made to the west end of the initial 
stage. Its construction must have occurred. not too long after the first 
house was erected for there are so many similarities that the two appear 
to be contemporary to one another . However, subtle differences indicate 
that this is not so. The single ground floor room that this addition 
contains is treated in exactly the same fashion as the west room of the 
initial hous·e . rt presently has a cater-cornered chimney wall and fire
place in the southwest corne!". The odd positioning of this chimney, if 
the west end of the addition was exposed when burlt, suggests that it 
might be a replacement of an earlier chimney that probably stood near 
the center of the west wall . It is also entirely possible that this 

.chimney, with its flue joined to the east end chimney of the later main 
block, was introduced at the time the circa 1780 addition was made . 

-see cont±nuation sheet fl 
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During the years 1775~778, Charles Daffin purchased over 700 acres 
of land in newly~formed Ca~olrne County. In 1784 he was granted a 
patented certificate for this propertY', to be called Daffin t-s Farm. It 
was resurveyed w.ith added acreage ·:rn 178 7, 

Several buildings already existed on the tracts included in Daffinls 
Farm when Daffin acqurred them.,l One of these was apparently· a 1 1/2-
story house to which he added a 2 1/2-story structure after he bought 
the property in the l770is . This addition is traditionally said to have 
been built in 1783.2 

The earlier (circa 1760) part of the house is typical of the two
room, 1 1/2- story houses built in the eighteenth century by the smaller 
planters on-. Maryland \·s Eastern Shore, This particular example is notable 
f0r the h~h qualrtY' of ~ts brickwork and structural detail. Its interior 
woodwork, probably ms-ta.lled in t .h.e 17 8 0 ~·s, is well executed and comple
ments the rooms. 

The main block, burl t during Charles Daffin l·s ownership, illustrates 
the successful combination in one house of the original architectural 
style with later alteratrons rn other styles. This section exhibits both 
Georgian and Federal details. · Embellishments added in the Victorian era 
were done tastefully and add rather than detract_from the building's · 
appearance~ A Greek Rev'ival interior installed during the first half of 
the nineteenth century is proportronately scaled to the rooms and harmo
nizes with the house, 

Charles' Daffin, probably one of that breed of men known in eighteenth 
century Maryland as merchant-planters, was living in Talbot County as a 
planter when he bought the land in Caroline County for Daffin's Farm. 
About ten.yea.rs later, in a 1786 deed, he rs mentioned as a merchant of 

lDeeds A/164, Af21S, A/253, Land Reco~ds of Caroline County, 
Hall of Records·, Anna.pol.X8, MaryJ.and, 

.. 
· 2Edward .11 ~ Noble. and others ; His'tory· "o.f ·ca·rol:rn·e· ·cou·n·ty; Mary1.and 

'·from ·xt·s· 13eg'rnn'i:ng (Reprint of 1~20 ed .. ; Ba!l.timore: R~gi-onai Publishing 
Company , 1971), p , ss. 

see continuation sheet #2 
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In about 1780, the present five bay main block was added to the 
west end of the earlier house. Although well-proportioned and qisplay
ing finely executed brickwork, the pedimented river and approach facades 
are simple in detail. In the mid-nineteenth century, the approach 
facade was embellished with a wide bracketed cornice at the eaves and 
on the roof pediment . New architraves replaced the old, and on the 
first floor they included bracketed pediments . On the river facade, 
the window surrounds were also replaced but are a great.deal simpler in 
detail than those of the opposite elevation and rather than a Palladian 
window there is a bulls-eye window in the pediment. Original details 
that remain include splayed brick arches over the windows and doors 
(most of these hidden by the existing wide surrounds), a projecting 
brick belt cours e extending across all four sides of the house bet~een 
the first and second floor levels, a brick pediment within which is a 
small Palladian window with foliated sash, and brick end walls which 
extend above the roof line, the last a characteristic of Federal period 
architecture . At each end of the roof ridge is a single flush chiIT~ey . 
Unfortunately, a chimney contain i ng a furnace flue was built against 
the exposed west end .of the house. Its poorly executed brickwork r..akes 
no attempt to match or blend with the original and is visually distractin 

A modillioned cornice on the second stage of the house is stylisti
cally contemporary to the circa 1780 addition and may be a scaled-down 
version of the cornice original to the circa 1780 section but which was 
replaced by the existing· circa 1860- 1880 work. 

Cn the river facade, the center second floor window was lowered, 
probably during t h e mid- nineteenth centu~y, to light the stair landing 
between the first and second floor levels. Also on the river facade 
can be traced ·the outline of a one-story, pedimented entrance porch. 
This porch was removed at an unknown time. On both end gables of the 
main block, there are two bulls- eye windows retaining their original 
surrounds. 

The . room configuration of the circa 1780 addition consists of a 
wide center hall flanked by single parlors . The same arrangement exists 
on the second floor. Apparently rn about 1825-1835, the woodwork con
temporary to the construction date of the main block was removed and 
replaced by handsome architraves, doors, mantels, and baseboards i n the 
Greek Revival style. The open, balustraded stair to the second and 
third floors was also replaced at this t .rme . The only indication of 
the appearance of the earlier work is a · simple, fluted ceiling cornice 

l, in the first floor hall and two parlors (this is the same cornice 

see continuation sheet #2 
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Description, continued 

CAR-I 

recorded in the first two rooms of the east wing) . Also, in the attic 
chambers , the keystoned surround of the Palladian window and the mold
ings of the doors and chairrails are stylistically characteristic of 
the late eighteenth century and are similar in profile to the woodwork 
of the east wing. Some of this work is said to have been introduced 
in these rooms when the 1830 alterations to the first and second floors 
occurred . The framing and decorations of the Palladian window and 
two doorways, however, appear original. 

The grounds around the house are well maintained and the north side 
of the house faces wide open fields and Tuckahoe Creek. There is not 
a single remaining , domestic dependency proximate to the house. A 
modern, colonial-style brick garage stands at a right angle to the house 
on its west side . Plantings of trees and shrubs lessen its visual im
pact and the styling, while an obvious modern interpretation of what 
a "colonial" building should look like, does not represent an undesir

( - able intrusion . 
\ 

In a field adjacent to the rear of the garage is a small cemetery 
containing four known vaults believed to date from the second half of 
the eighteenth century. 

About 1/4 mile southeast of the house stands a late eighteenth 
century grist mill .once belonging to the Daffin House property. It is 
now undergoing renovation for use as a private home. 

Significance, continued 

Dorchester County . It is uncertain when he resided in Caroline County, 
but he did n ot l ive -on Daffin ' s Farm in 1783. The Tax Assessment for 
Caroline County in that year lists him as owner of the property , but 
there were no white inhabitants on the land at that time. In the 1790 
Maryland census , Daffin was still living in Dorchester County. This 
could be explained by this statement in the 1920 Caroline County history: 
"It is said that the great cost of building the house practically led 
to t~e financi~l failure of th7 builder, 11 3 If thi·s i ·s t ·rue , perhaps 
Daffin never lived at the Daff~n House. Thomas Daffin (relationship 
tq. Charles Daffin undetermined, perhaps his son) was the owner of the 
house in 1798 according to that Tax Assessment. However, he acquired 

Noble, p. 295. 
see continuation sheet #3 
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Significance, continued 

1/3 interest in Daffin's Farm from both Francis Willson and Joseph G. 
Daffin at the turn of the century, so it is possible that shares of 1/3 
interest were sold by Charles Daffin to offset the cost of building 
the house. 

Thomas Daffin married Rebecca Dickinson , sister of the Charles 
Dickinson who won fame through his death in a duel in Tennessee with 
Andrew Jackson .4 Thomas and Rebecca Daffin lived at the Daffin House 
in the late eighteenth century where they reputedly entertained lavishly 
and often. The Daffins were a well-known family in Dorchester County 
in the Colonial and Federal periods.5 Members of the Thawl~y family , 
also prominent on this part of the Eastern Shore, owned the house from 
1841 until 1902 . It was called Thawley House until the older name of 
Daffin was revived in the 1940 ' s or 19SO's . The land itself , however, 
has contin uad to be called Daffin ' s Farm Resurveyed . 

Noble, p. 253 . 
5Noble, p. 295 . . 
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